Kawasaki 300 bayou wiring diagram

These bikes are cool and virtually bullet proof. I have always been around machinery all my life
and have always owned some type of ride on equipment, from 3 wheelers, dirt bikes, trail bikes,
mopeds, road bikes, tractors, etc, etc, etc. My issue with the KLF was 2 fold. First, it was over
charging the battery. Second, it had a strange knocking noise on the engine when accelerating.
A brief history of my KLF The old guy next to me bought it new in He rode up and down the
fence lines between our properties on it and pulled a little wagon behind it. That was it. When he
got too old to throw his leg over the seat, he parked it behind one of his barns and bought a
electric golf cart to buzz around on. It sat there for 4 years with a tank full of ethanol and the fuel
petcock left open. He died a couple of years ago and the family auctioned off a bunch of his
stuff, including the forgotten about ATV. I knew the history of the ATV, so I put a lowball bid on
it and bought it for a song and dance. I went and got my tractor, picked it up with the front end
loader and took it home to my shop. It had 4 dry rotted tires, a dry rotted seat, years of dirt built
up on it, a gas tank full of dried up ethanol and a carburetor full off dried up, varnished fuel.
Ohhh, got my work cut out for me! First thing I did was I bought a Clymer maintenance manual.
Invaluable reference I spent the next couple of weeks tearing the ATV down, cleaning, replacing
and rebuilding the various parts of the fuel system. I did a engine compression test. I adjusted
valve clearances. I changed the spark plug. I had 4 new tires put on it. I put a new battery in it. I
did a custom duct tape seat repair job. I put fresh gasoline in the ATV and pushed the start
button. Dang it if it didn't pop right off and run! I let it warm up and then shut it off, changed the
engine oil and checked for leaks. Life was good. I did notice while it was running that the head
lights didn't work and only one bulb in the tail light worked. Now, that is some major heat.
Looked like the voltage regulator had quit working. It was putting out in excess of 17 VDC. Now,
when you go to get electrical parts from the Kawasaki dealership, remember they get real, real
proud of their prices for these parts. You see, these parts are coated in invisible GOLD. I put the
new regulator on and started the ATV. All seemed to be good I stated noticing the head lights
dimming and getting really bright while riding it at night and the engine started getting a knock
in it that sounded like a piston skirt smacking the side of the cylinder on the right hand side
when the lights got bright. I was beginning to think my ATV that I had just sunk about a grand
into it rebuilding it was a real lemon. Pretty easy to get to it. I took my Clymer manual and found
the schematic for my year and model and traced down every single wire. I broke every electrical
connection, cleaned it and made sure the wire connectors and connecting points made good,
firm connections. I would start up the ATV, with my digital meters attached to the battery and
different check points, looking for a bad electrical connection. Sometimes my meters gave
strange voltage readings. I then checked all of the frame grounds, cleaned and reseated them.
Sometime the regulator would work, sometimes it would let full power into the battery. More
reading. I scoured all the Kawasaki internet sites. I went and parked it in my shop for the rest of
the winter, as it was getting too cold to be bending 20 year old wire in wiring harnesses looking
for electrical issues. Battery is DOA. Went and bought a new one. Installed battery. Started ATV.
Running like crap and the neutral light is blinking on and off in time with the engine idle. Time
for more meter readings. What I saw amazed me. My voltage coming out of the ignition switch
was wildly fluctuating between 0VDC and 17 VDC in time with the engine idle. I put the Fluke
meter back on the same circuit. The digital sampling of the Fluke can't match with what the
Simpson Analog meter can do. With the Simpson, you can see the voltage fluctuating. The
Fluke can't refresh that quick. The moisture trapped inside rusted out a tension spring and ball
unit inside the switch housing that keeps the contacts tensioned against each other. When the
contacts are not tight against each other, they start to arc and start to pit, causing voltage
fluctuation in the electrical system. This is what I found when I tore the switch apart. I tried to
clean up the contacts, but they were way too damaged to salvage. I called Kawasaki for a
replacement ignition switch. Being that my ignition keys don't have to say "Kawasaki" on them
for me to ride the ATV, I took off to my local auto parts store to see what I could find as a cheap
replacement. Hello Auto Zone. New switch installed, I start up the ATV. Now, the Neutral light is
glowing solid while the ATV is idling. I check the voltage with the Simpson analog meter and the
voltage is stable Way too much voltage going back to the battery. I should not be reading
anything more that It appears that the wild voltage fluctuations coming from the ignition switch
caused my regulator to burn out, which is once again allowing full voltage into the battery. He
said before you tear the engine down looking for a pile of metallic shavings inside the engine,
do one simple check: Check your voltage regulator. Yep, you read that right. Check your
voltage. It appears that on the KLFs and other systems similar to them, that when the voltage
regulator goes out and your voltage is unregulated and high above The voltage drops back
down to The KLF engine went from clanking, missing and popping like a old jalopy to purring
like a big ol happy kitten once the overvoltage was removed. When unplugging the regulator
from the harness plug, you will notice that the harness plug has 6 wires in it. The 3 yellow wires

on the bottom are AC 3 phase. The voltage coming from each phase should be somewhere
between VAC. The top center pin is the voltage monitor pin. If you consult the schematics, you
will see that the regulator is monitoring voltage coming back from the ignition switch. The top
left pin is the battery pin. This voltage is sent from the regulator directly to the battery via this
pin. The top right pin is the DC ground terminal pin. Seems a knowledgeable mob, Can anyone
help me? Bought it second hand about 3 years ago, worked fine for 2 years. In the last year it
would start fine then after 10 minutes it would lose power, and run poorly, I would limp back to
the shed. Let it cool down, and it would run for a while then do the same thing. In the last 6
months it would start fine, but start running badly immediately, but sometimes after limping
along, with no power etc, it would start running OK again? All I have done so far is change
spark plug, just drain the carby, put in better fuel, and cleqan air filter. If the bike always starts
fine, the solenoid would be OK I unplugged the voltage regulator like you said, but the clanking
noise is still there? Could it be something else? Reply 2 months ago. Had this problem with one
a few years ago and after dealer completely stripped the engine down and rebuilt it with the
same fault they spoke to Kawasaki technical who said change the voltage regulator!! Problem
solved no more Knocking from engine. I need help on my stator an getting no fire and I cannot
find no schematics on this bike anywhere on the internet I need to know what ohms I'm
supposed to be getting coming out of the stator and out of the CDI anyone can help will be
greatly appreciated. Reply 10 months ago. Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Hi ,Iv been
given a KLFa in need of tidy-up,iv got the engine running after cleaning the carby,but it wont go
into gear? Question 1 year ago on Step 7. Question 2 years ago. I have a kawasaki bayou and i
replaced the stator, cdi box , the coil pack , spark plug and the battery. The starter solenoid
relay is good but when it first messed up it kept blowing fuses every time i turn the key and
turned on the lights and the neutral and reverse lights wouldnt cone on after that so i bought a
new ignition still nothing bht i put a toggle switch on it and it will try to start but im not getting
any fire and it wont start and when i put the key in and turn the only the back light and the
headlights will come on but it wont start from the box it will only turn over from the toggle
switch but wont fire up. Would you know anything that could be wrong with it. By hobbybuilder
Follow. More by the author:. Get a good maintenance manual. Don't forget your chassis
grounds. Use dielectric grease to seal all connections from corrosion. Make sure your battery is
good. Make sure your voltage regulator is not over-charging your electrical system, burning up
your battery, melting your headlights and causing your engine to pre-detonate. Did you make
this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking.
Whipupa 2 months ago. Reply Upvote. Redneckbill 12 months ago. Answer Upvote. Where did
you end up getting your aftermarket parts from? Are they holding up ok? Briarmalone1
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